GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016
‘Kevin Judd is arguably the most famous exponent of Sauvignon Blanc on the planet…he knows how to
invest the variety with considerable complexity, using wild yeast to add extra nuances to the exotic lime,
gooseberry and stone fruit flavours. Long and very satisfying.’ 93 Points, Tim Atkin, TIMATKIN.COM
‘The very classy 2016…weighty, punchy and dry, overflowing with vibrant, ripe melon/lime … explosively
flavoured, it offers great value.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017
‘Intense gooseberry and fenugreek dominate, with elderflower and honeysuckle providing some richness,
followed up by slight mineral notes.’ 91 Points, James Button, DECANTER MAGAZINE (UK)
‘Fresh grass, bay leaves and wild thyme-led nose with hints of lime leaves and lemongrass…lovely
creaminess to the texture, great intensity.’ 90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Citrus and green fruits, including some candied green fig…managing to be both mouth-filling, almost a
little viscous, and intensely fresh at the same time.’ 17 Points, Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM

GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2015
‘Excellent intensity and length. Smoky, grassy aftertaste. Tastes and feels classier than your average
Marlborough sauvignon blanc.’ 92 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONTNZ.COM
‘Underscored with a silky, textural element…hints of white nectarine and celery stalk add nuance to the
long, grapefruit-inflected finish.’ 91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)
‘Wonderfully generous…the wine's tactile finishing notes of dusty stone and ginger leave the salivary
glands humming. In a distinctly ripe style but a beauty.’ 91 Points, Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM
‘Long, linear and seamless. A stunning beauty.’ 93 Points, 5 Stars, Sam Kim, WINE ORBIT.CO.NZ
‘There's a finesse to Greywacke that lifts the flavors out of the realm of simple greenness. This is a multidimensional, intriguing sensory experience.’

92 Points, Karen MacNeil, KARENMACNEIL.COM
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GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2014
‘Smooth and succulent, with supple melon, peach and lemon meringue flavors that manage to be graceful
and seamless, while still packing a wallop of intense flavors. Spice, chamomile and lemon verbena details
crescendo on the long, lingering finish’ 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)
‘Tight, pure, mineral-laced Sauvignon with citrus flavours infused with a faintly floral/wildflower character.
The net effect is energy and precision.’ 95 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBSWINEREVIEWS.COM
‘Notably weighty, it has pure, searching, finely poised melon, lime and passionfruit flavours, showing
excellent delicacy…’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2014
‘Leans heavily and convincingly into sweet gooseberry territory. Gravelly and herbal about the edges, with
a steeliness to the finish. Pristine, and good.’ 92 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONTNZ.COM
‘…plenty of lemon and lime character presiding over nuances of lightly browned toast, white blossoms and
coriander seed…’ 91 POINTS, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2013
‘Stylish, ripely scented, mouth-filling and sweet-fruited, with vibrant melon/lime flavours, showing delicacy
that builds across the palate…’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2014
‘Refreshing, gently spicy, touch chalky in texture…grassy but not green; it’s a fantastic release that offers
quintessence of Marlborough, with added pizzazz.’ 92 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONTNZ.COM
‘…notes of lemongrass and white flowers, then giving way to smooth and succulent grapefruit, lemon and
green apple flavours.’ 90 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)
‘Very classy wine.’ 93 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBSWINEREVIEWS.COM
‘Lush tropical aromas, hint of melon, guava and passionfruit and the flavours unveil crisp but complex
smoke, mango and papayas. Tahiti, anyone?’

92 Points, Gord Stimmell, TORONTO STAR (CAN)
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GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2012
‘An example of what great winemakers can achieve in tricky vintages. It's a more restrained style than in the
past, owing to a cooler season…’ 92 Points, Tim Atkin, TIMATKIN.COM
‘Fabulous, luminous stuff, with all the clarity you could hope for, a good dose of Marlborough punchiness,
but subtle and relatively elegant too.’ 92 Points, Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM
‘Lively, rich and quite intense with aromas of blackcurrant and grassy green pepper. There’s some pear,
apple and spice character on the palate…’ 92 Points, Jamie Goode, WINEANORAK.COM
‘Extremely aromatic, with honeysuckle, lemongrass and lemon zest notes up front, followed by equally
powerful lemon, tangerine and nectarine...’ 91 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (US)
‘The fourth vintage and another benchmark. Intense, fragrant sugarsnap pea and lemongrass flavours with a
minerally, slightly salty undertow.’ Joanna Simon, JOANNASIMON.COM

GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2011
‘…plays the minerality card in spades, so to speak, and has a great long aftertaste. One of the most exciting
Marlborough Sauvignons to have come my way.’ Jancis Robinson, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘Crunchy green apple, Meyer lemon and melon flavours are refreshing, balanced, and persistent on the
finish.’ Rated 53rd, WINE SPECTATOR TOP 100 WINES 2012
92 Points MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)

‘Has the singular skill of transporting you back to 20 years ago when you first tasted top-flight Marlborough
Sauvignon – the shock to the senses and momentum on the palate is gripping and although the landscape
has changed, this wine proves that quality will always out.’ Matthew Jukes, MONEY WEEK (UK)
‘The flavour was penetrating, with (and I agree with Judd) a sorbet-like medley of lychees and grapefruit
laced with flinty minerality.’ Michael Broadbent, DECANTER (UK)
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GREYWACKE WILD SAUVIGNON 2015
‘Pure, flinty wine in a bone-dry style with citrus and subtle stone fruit flavours. Good weight and a suede-like texture.
Impressive.’ 95 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ

GREYWACKE WILD SAUVIGNON 2014
‘Lovely array of lemongrass, lime leaves and coriander seed over a core of grapefruit and dried herbs…beautiful satiny
texture with elegant herbal flavors…long, lively finish.’ 92 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Rich, vibrant tropical fruit flavours, showing excellent complexity, and a long, dry, well-rounded finish.’
5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017

‘Still fairly austere with pronounced struck flint character. Quite fleshy with good, ripe and fruity acidity. Approachable
now but with plenty of cellaring potential.’ 95 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ
‘There's a wealth of flesh and weight below, handy oak spice runs through some crisp and concentrated melon and
papaya with a wash of lime juice; great acidity, smooth and supple texture, finishes succulent and flavoursome, gently
creamy.’ 94 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM
‘There’s a sniff of wild stuff in briar, warm cashews, honey-on-toast and something like pot pourri. Palate is trim and
given good curves from chalky fringes and limey acidity. It’s deeply flavoured yet courses with power. Architectural
sauvignon blanc, with pleasure.’ 94 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONT.COM.AU
‘Fresh scents of lemon verbena tea, menthol and smoke. Boasts terrific clarity, energy and cut to its flavors of tangy
citrus fruits, white stone fruits and minerals, along with a complicating tropical fruit element. Sappy, dense Sauvignon
Blanc with terrific underlying structure.’ 91 Points, Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM
‘Lemon-lime and lemongrass notes are precise, set on a light and supple body. Peppery, fresh herb accents linger…
flavors crescendo and a lemon verbena detail sings out.’ 91 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR
‘Powerful and refined at the same time…offers terrific mid-palate weight and flow, finishing superbly long and
engaging. A multifaceted, multilayered sauvignon.’ 95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
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GREYWACKE WILD SAUVIGNON 2013
‘No one’s Marlborough sauvignon blanc experience is complete unless they have sipped Greywacke Wild Sauvignon.’
Victoria Moore, THE TELEGRAPH (UK)

‘I tasted it alongside earlier vintages. It is remarkably similar in style but perhaps more fragrant with an
appealing delicacy.’

96 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBSWINEREVIEWS.COM

‘Honey, minerals and lemon. Big flavour, multi-faceted and rewarding, in a Graves-like style.’
95 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM

‘Beautiful floral nose of orange blossoms and jasmine with underlying ripe nectarine, tangerine and spiced
apple notes plus a touch of elderflower.’ 91 POINTS, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Immaculate, tightly structured wine, still unfolding, it is fragrant and vibrantly fruity, with ripe, sweet-fruit
flavours.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2016
‘Very intense on the palate, very direct – spicy and clear-cut…masses of depth and length…Definitely not
your typical Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc.’ 17.5 Points, Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘Succulent pear, peach and melon flavors show a lovely touch of fresh ginger, dried honeysuckle and nectarine flavors.
Generous, sleek and juicy.’ 91 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (US)
‘A Sauvignon Blanc that marches to a different beat…in a powerful yet subtle interpretation of the style.’
92 Points, Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM

‘Awesome and exciting…gorgeous bouquet…layers of fine texture and delectable flavours…seamless and
vibrant.’ 96 Points, 5 Stars, Sam Kim, WINE ORBIT (NZ)
‘Its determined gaze into the future feels like it’ll outlive the Sphinx. Forget everything you thought you
knew about Marlborough sauvignon blanc’ 94++ Points, Philip White, DRINKSTER.BLOGSPOT.COM
‘Flint and funk before pineapple and passionfruit. You get your cake and you get to eat it…it certainly
draws you in.’

92 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONT.COM
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GREYWACKE CHARDONNAY 2014
‘Gorgeous apricot, guava and pink grapefruit-scented nose…a satiny texture and a lively backbone,
finishing long.’ 91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

GREYWACKE CHARDONNAY 2013
‘Aromatic and expressive…graced by accents of nutmeg, lemon meringue pie, fig and chamomile. The finish
goes on and on…’ 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)
‘Very classy nose of white peaches, apples and lemon curd with hints of honeysuckle, almonds and baker's
yeast…gorgeous ginger and nut layers…’ 91+ Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Fragrant, complex bouquet leads into a mouth-filling, sweet-fruited wine with rich, ripe, vibrant, peachy,
citrusy flavours and finely integrated oak.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ
‘It is everything I look for in a Chardonnay’ Top of the Tasting, 5 Stars, WINENZ MAGAZINE (NZ)
‘Smoke and toasted grains lead the way, followed by whole wheat toast and lemon curd. The long, mouthwatering finish brings citrus back to the fore.’ 92 Points, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)
‘Struck match, green melon, lime and white peach notes surge through the palate, where sweet/toasty oak
awaits on the finish. In a good place.’

91 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONT.COM

‘Glorious and delectable.’ 96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘Tactile, concentrated and strong, oak char adding another dimension without overwhelming the grapefruit
and stonefruit flavors. At once structured and delicate.’

90 Points, Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM

‘Smoky and toasty on the nose but really tight and crisp on the palate – impressive freshness with such ripe
fruit, deep and long.’ 17.5 Points, Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘No shrinking violet…full, complex, deliciousness.’ Andrew Graham, WWW.OZWINEREVIEW.COM
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GREYWACKE CHARDONNAY 2012
‘This rich, flavoursome Chardonnay with ripe peach, nectarine and honey flavours plus a perfect influence
of hazelnut and spicy oak flavours. The wine is opulent yet powerful and long. Delicious now, but a great
future ahead of it.’ 96 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBCAMPBELL.CO.NZ
‘Fragrant and intense, with honeysuckle, ginger and orange marmalade flavors, juicy lemon and pear notes
and a smooth, lush texture. There's plenty of juiciness on the finish, and details of lemon verbena and apple
blossom.’ 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (US)
‘Lovely white peach, apricot and warm apple notes with nuances of cashews, toast and ginger. The very
elegant, medium-bodied palate is fine and fresh through the long, creamy finish. This is a more gentle and
reticent expression - both mineral and fine.’
92 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘Invitingly rich, mealy and complex, with a smoky note; the palate is sturdy, with concentrated, citrusy,
peachy, slightly nutty flavours, revealing excellent depth and harmony. A finely textured, savoury wine…’
5 Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ

‘Savoury, wild herbs, brioche, white peach and large flaked salt dominate this complexed, textured white
from Marlborough. Full bodied wine, while flint, hay, sweet peas and salts linger on the lengthy finish. The
whole is drawn along a steady bead of acidity. Age-worthy.’
91 Points, Treve Ring, GISMONDIONWINE.COM

‘Apple, grapefruit and stone fruit notes combine with oak barrel-derived smoky bacon flavours. Medium in
body, this has a high level of fruit concentration indicative of low yields. Good weight on the mid palate
zipped up with a taut and linear finish.’
91 Points, Rebecca Gibb, REBECCAGIBB.COM

‘Full and deeply concentrated with soft layers of savoury citrus and yellow stone fruits, along with subtle
nutty and leesy nuances in support. This has underlying power and good fresh drive, carrying the fulsome
palate to a long finish.’ 19.0- Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
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GREYWACKE PINOT GRIS 2015
‘A lovely young wine, showing greater complexity than most Pinot Gris, it is fleshy and vibrantly fruity, with
mouthfilling body and deep, ripe peach/pear flavours…a rich, subtle, finely poised wine.’
5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017

GREYWACKE PINOT GRIS 2014
‘This is a fine example of the variety’s potential in Marlborough. Smoky, grilled-pear notes add hints of
honey and melon on the palate, where despite its richness, the wine soars into a long, velvety finish.’
92 Points, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)

‘Rich, ripe aroma of nettles and faint 'bath powder' aromas, some hints of almost gewürztraminer-like spices.
Lovely wine in an off-dry style.’

92 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM

‘Beautifully rich and complex, this Alsace-inspired pinot gris shows aromas of yellow peach, baked pear,
spice and flint on the nose…excellent mid-palate weight and silky texture, leading to a fabulously long,
velvety finish. Sumptuous and engaging.’ 94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘Rich, exuberant style. Fills the nostrils with scent, the mouth with flavour. Lychee and spice, cooked apple
and pear. Textural finish. No shrinking violet.’ 90 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONT.COM
‘Very vibrant, ripe, citrusy, peachy flavours, a sliver of sweetness, good complexity and a long, slightly spicy
finish. A very harmonious wine.’ 4.5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2016
'Expressive and rich, with perfumed dried rose petal and toasted green tea wrapping around a core of lean
citrus flavors. Spicy and juicy on the finish.’

89 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (US)

‘Intensely scented of spiced pears, ripe apples and honeysuckle with baker's yeast and fennel seed hints.’
88 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘Remains at the top of Marlborough’s quality pile with wines like this Alsacian-inspired pinot gris…a silky,
plush texture of a sweetish but irresistible palate. ’ Chris Shanahan, CHRISSHANAHAN.COM
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GREYWACKE PINOT GRIS 2013
‘Beautifully textured and weighted, lychee and sweet lime, super length. Sweetness, complexity, balance,
interest, drinkability. All there.’ 94 Points, Gary Walsh, WINEFRONT.COM
‘Creamy-textured, youthful, ripe peach, pear, lychee and spice flavours, a splash of sweetness and excellent
complexity and harmony.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2013 (NZ)
‘A complex mix of lemon zest, honeydew, Bartlett pear, poached yellow apple and cinnamon flavours, with a
refreshing finish.’ 90 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)
‘Alsace in style…lovely nectarine fruit – the sweetness barely noticeable, the texture giving it a savoury
quality. Very good indeed.’ 17.5 Points, Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘Very complex Alsatian-style…wild meadow blossoms, wild roses, perfumed with textured stonefruit and
lingering bitter-kissed spices…Expressive, impressive.’ 92 Points, Treve Ring, WINEALIGN.COM
‘Some nettle and subtle barrel-ferment notes. The palate is soft and fruity, grapey and spicy, with a definite
muscat-like touch.’ 91 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM
‘A yeasty, toasty and spicy nose dotted with allspice, delicate peachy notes and a lemon drop lift.’
89 Points, Lisa Perotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘Apple pie pastry, strudel spices and vanilla-flavoured pink icing come to mind…this is one of the most
thought-provoking PGs around.’ Sue Courtney, WINEOFTHEWEEK.COM
‘A finely proportioned off-dry Pinot Gris with liveliness and subtle weight, and exotic floral, honey and
stonefruit flavours.’ 18.5/20, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
‘Kevin Judd has mastered the art of squeezing in as much luxuriously rich baked stonefruit, quince, apple
and nashi notes into his Pinot Gris.’ 4½ Stars, Yvonne Lorkin, YVONNELORKIN.COM
‘Succulent…honeysuckle and smoke to pear and nectarine. Go for it!’ Olly Smith, OLLYSMITH.COM
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2015
‘Emitting a gorgeous perfume of lime cordial, honeysuckle, lemon curd and tangerine peel… with balancing
freshness and a long honey-laced finish. ’ 90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Instantly attractive, with ripe-fruit flavours of peaches, passionfruit and limes, gentle sweetness, a touch of
complexity, and excellent harmony and concentration.’
4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2016

‘Aromas of citrus pith and crushed rock, plus a lanolin note. Enticing juicy, concentrated, off-dry Riesling
with good tactile, saline depth and a touch of dry botrytis.’ Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM

GREYWACKE RIESLING 2014
‘A beautiful nose of lime blossoms, jasmine and fresh grapefruit with a lemon zest and clover honey
undercurrent. Light-bodied and off-dry, it fills the mouth with perfumed citrus flavours, finishes long and
spicy.’ 90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘A fabulous expression of the variety, the beautifully lifted bouquet shows lemon sorbet, lime zest and
nectarine characters with a hint of flinty complexity. The palate is concentrated, linear and focused, and
offers awesome fruit purity, wonderfully enhanced by whispering sweetness and racy acidity. Impressively
long and immensely delicious.’ 94 Points, 5 Stars, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘Steely smoked-lime aromas. Bit of sweetness and then tingling with fresh-squeezed lime and absolutely
delicious. Long and clenched tight right to the finish. Tastes super-youthful, as if there it has years ahead of
it. Racy.’ 17 Points, Tamlyn Currin, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘Mouthfilling wine with fresh, generous, peachy, limey flavours, slightly sweet, crisp and youthful.’
4 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2013
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2013
‘A sweetly honey-like, malty, beeswaxy aroma…the finish is firm with acid and phenolics. An impressive and
original style of riesling.’ 95 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM
‘Super scents of wax, honeycomb, dried flowers. Really lovely intro…great energy across the palate,
finishing slatey to a dry pinpoint. Very cool booze.’ 93 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONT.COM.AU
‘…gorgeous lime juice, lime leaves and acacia honey aromas with nuances of orange peel and baker’s yeast.
Very fine and fresh in the mouth, it finishes off-dry with a wonderful persistence.’
90+ Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘An ethereal Riesling with orange blossom/citrus and mineral flavours…chalky acidity promoting a drying
finish. Delicate, high energy Riesling.’ 90 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBCAMPBELL.CO.NZ
‘Fragrant, complex bouquet, rich, citrusy, appley, spicy, slightly peachy flavours, woven with fresh acidity,
and excellent vigour and harmony.’ 4 ½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2014
‘Great intensity of white stonefruits, florals and minerals. It has Euro-funk reductive notes of new-wave dry
German or Alsace Riesling.’ 19 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
‘Wild honey, lime and lemon, white peach and pear...a delicious wine with generosity and finish.’
90 Points, Cameron Douglas, CAMERONDOUGLASMS.BLOGSPOT.CO.NZ

‘A zesty pear and green apple vibe with mandarin, honeysuckle and limey loveliness.’
Yvonne Lorkin, YVONNELORKIN.COM

‘Reminds me of a European style and the wild yeast adds a touch of pithy funk that really is quite endearing.
Great sense of acidity with beautifully rounded edges.’ Sue Courtney, WINEOFTHEWEEK.COM
‘There's a burst of sweetness acting like a ray of sunshine to the palate. The mouthwatering acidity cleanses
the palate, leaving a taut finish with an attractive powdery texture.’
92 Points, Rebecca Gibb, REBECCAGIBB.COM
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2015
‘Impressive richness and concentration, whereby darker cherries and sweetly spiced earthy nuances run
through the nose to an effortless, pillowy palate texture. The tannins here are smartly wrapped around ripe
plums and dark cherries. So seamless and long.’ 95-96 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM

GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2014
‘An earthy edge together with graphite and baking spices here as well as dark cherries and redder fruits.
The palate has smooth, lightly textured but richly flavored fruit in the form of spiced cherries and plums.
Plenty of depth offered by this great pinot.’ 94 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM
‘Notes of dried lavender, white pepper, fresh loamy earth and black tea set against a core of strawberry
and raspberry flavors. Smooth and plush.’ 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)
‘Lovely floral notes of roses and lavender with a core of cranberries and red currants, plus hints of
Provence herbs and fragrant earth…soft, elegant and filled with earthy/perfumed flavor layers, it delivers
great expression and poise.’ 91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Still very youthful, it is concentrated, very sweet-fruited and savoury, with buried tannins and impressive
richness, complexity and harmony.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017
‘Something about Kevin Judd’s wines get to my soul. They can be as funky as any, but they always have fruit
richness and sweetness.’ 5 Stars, 19 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
‘Bouquet is deep, subtle, mysterious…enchanting. Greywacke pinot noir really is going from strength to
strength.’ 18½ Points, Geoff Kelly, GEOFFKELLYWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2013
‘A beauty, a charmer and a deep thinker walk into a bottle. This is the result.’
94 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONT.COM.AU

‘More savoury and Burgundian than the Marlborough norm.’ Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘A beautifully fragrant nose of crushed cherries and cranberries with lavender, violet and dried leaves…great
concentration…’ 91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘A supple, elegant and seamless wine in an accessible style…with power that's delivered with subtlety.’
93 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ

‘Dark cherry and spice aromas, a lacing of subtly smoky oak, and the palate is rich and fleshy, with good depth and
weight…smooth, round and impressively long.’ 93 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM
‘A refined style, with excellent depth of plummy, spicy flavours, showing good complexity, and a finely textured, long
finish.’ 4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2016
‘Terrific Pinot which displays fabulous complexity, so much schist and smoldering embers, truffle and
complex terroir character.’ 93 Points, Tom Cannavan, WINEGANG.COM
‘Focused, supple and bright, with juicy berry, cherry and pomegranate flavours and details of cedar and hibiscus.’
90 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)

‘Beautifully harmonious…delivers deep, ripe, varietal flavours, meshed with the earthy, savoury, smoky flavours and
silky texture of great pinot noir.’ 96 Points, Chris Shanahan, GOODFOOD.COM.AU
‘Delicate and elegant…black cherry flavour and smoky exoticism. It is fragrant and unmistakably pinot, with bright fruit,
savoury hints and lovely structure.’ WINE OF THE WEEK, Winsor Dobbin, WINSORDOBBIN.COM.AU
‘Sweetly fragrant and beautifully complex…dark cherry, clove and cedar characters with nuances of truffle and dried
herbs…beautifully structured by loads of polished tannins.’ 95 Points, Sam Kim, WINE ORBIT (NZ)
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GREYWACKE LATE HARVEST RIESLING 2011
‘Very attractive clotted cream and lime curd on the nose, gently spicy and really pristine. The palate has a
very smooth spicy citrus thread, with saffron, lime curd and lemon; bright and pure, balanced, powerful,
terrific sticky wine. Drink now and for another 5+ years.’
93 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM

– Tasted August 2016

‘…kept its sharp-edged minerally character, tautness and nerve, with marvellously aromatic honey, floral
and citrus flavour. It has more in common with a top Mosel Valley Auslese than anything else.
Final analysis: superb!’ 95 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM
‘Lemon-scented…with rich, citrusy, gently honeyed flavours, abundant sweetness, lovely sugar/acid balance,
delicacy and poise.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2013
‘Intensely sweet but finely balanced, which is a hallmark throughout the Greywacke range. Rich with oodles
of cumquat notes. Still very young. A very long finish.’ 94 Points, Ken Gargett, SPITBUCKET.COM
‘Absolutely delicious nose, honey, botrytis, but lovely lime purity too, not masked by the botrytis.
Delicious palate, that purity and vibrancy again and smooth, lanolin texture. Freshening acidity gives a keen
edge in the finish.’ 91 Points, Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM
‘Sweet, rich, luscious and viscous, it has crisp acid, beautiful concentration and a long finish.’
90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘The nose is full and densely packed with soft aromas of ripe citrus and tropical fruits integrated with talc
powder botrytis, filling the nose with waves, unfolding complex herb and floral elements. Very sweet, and
rich with succulence…’

5 Stars, 18.5/20, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ

‘Lemon peel, grapefruit flesh, honeyed apple and a suggestion of sherbet. Rounded and flush with spicy
citrus and apple flavors.’ 4 ½ Stars, Cameron Douglas, CAMERONDOUGLASMS.BLOGSPOT.CO.NZ
‘…indeed a luscious orange-marmalade-like flavour floods the palate, which remains, nevertheless, delicate
and refreshing, thanks to the spritely acidity.’ Chris Shanahan, CANBERRA TIMES (AU)
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